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The changes need to be made to Jennifer's version (using Charlie's version for page number reference only). I
didn't have a copy of Jennifer's either to refer to, so I had to use Charlie's.

Jennifer will be in later, so we'll have to get them from her then.

Kathy Halvey Gibson

Deputy Director
DNision of Systems Analysis

KathyGibson h'nrc.gov
(301) 251-7499 4ýoi'k
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From: Elkins, Scott
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2010 7:28 AM
To: Gibson, Kathy
Cc: Uhle, Jennifer
Subject: RE:

Hi Kathy,

If I have understood correctly that the changes in the e-mail below should be made to Charlie's version (vs.
Jennifer's modification of Charlie's version) then the attached file reflects the newest changes.

If however I should be making these changes to Jennifer's modification of Charlie's version (where in I
reference Charlie's slides solely to locate where to make the changes) then the attached is not correct. To
make these changes to that set of slides I will need the electronic copy from Jennifer. I have only a hardcopy
of that version (i.e., the 16 page reduced version we last spoke about together in your office).

Please advise. ©
Scott

From: Gibson, Kathy
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2010 5:56 PM
To: Elkins, Scott
Cc: Uhle, Jennifer
Subject:

Hi, Scott.

Jennifer and I agonized over SOARCA some more and this is the outcome:

Information in this record was deleted
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For the slides, please change the second bullet on page 7 and first bullet on page 14 (pages referenced to
Charlie's version) to:
"Effective implementation of mitigation measures will avert core damage or a significant release. Effective
implementation of mitigation measures was judged to be likely based on the table top exercises." We think 2
sentences are needed to be clear about the points on mitigation. This will have to be incorporated into the
NUREG where appropriate.

Also, please move the 2 pages (15 & 16 in Charlie's version) of offsite consequences tables to backup slides
and add back in the two pages (8&9) of graphs for Cs and I releases compared to Sandia Siting Study.

Thanks for your patience and please let me know if you have questions,
Kathy

Kathy Halvey Gibson
Deputv Director

Division of S,/stems Analysis

Kathy Gibson znrc gov
) 251 -7-99,''ork11b)(6) [cell
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